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QUESTION: 1
A report runs, and is 433 pages long, with 19,010 rows. Many of the rows are blank. The
report author uses a filter function to filter nulls, and runs the report again. The result is
143 pages, with 6273 rows, and none of the rows are blank. What filtering style did the
report author decide to use?
A. Conventional
B. Dimensional
C. Relational
D. Functional
Answer: B
QUESTION: 2
What is a key difference between the total function and the aggregate function?
A. The aggregate function can only summarize within a set, and the total function can
accept separate members.
B. The aggregate function is dimensional, and the total function is relational.
C. The aggregate function will summarize only the current Measure, and the total
function will summarize any specified measure.
D. The aggregate function follows the rollup rules of the measure defined in the data
source, and the total function adds the total of the specified measure.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 3
A report author uses an OLAP cube to create a crosstab with Revenue as a measure, the
Product line level in the rows, and the year members (2004-2007) in the columns. How
can the report author efficiently determine the difference in revenue between the years
2005 and 2006?
A. Determine MUNs for the years 2005 and 2006, and then create an expression using
the MUNs.
B. Create a new column as a query calculation, and create the dimensional expression
[2006]-[2005].
C. Create a set of the 2005 and 2006 members and aggregate it.
D. Ask the modeler to create a calculated category in Transformer and then use it
directly.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 4
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The following expression is used to focus OLAP data in the rows of a report:
filter([sales_and_marketing].[Order method].[Order method].[Order method type],
[Revenue]>150000000). Which of the following statements describes the purpose of the
expression?

A. To return the set of members whose revenue is less than 150000000 for any year.
B. To return the set of members whose revenue is greater than 150000000 for the sum of
the opposite edge.
C. To filter the cell values by subtracting 150000000 from the revenue for each year and
order method type.
D. To filter the years to show those having revenues greater than 150000000 by order
method type.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 5
What dimensional function is used to return the members on the level below the Product
line level?
A. Tail
B. Lag
C. Descendants
D. BottomCount

Answer: C
QUESTION: 6
When must a report author use the caption function?
A. As the first parameter of the roleValue function.
B. To return the display name for the specified business key.
C. To see the string display name for the specified element.
D. To pass the returned value to a drill-through target report, which expects a matching
string as a parameter value.
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Answer: D
QUESTION: 7
Of the following prompt syntax expressions, which two are considered to be
dimensional?
1) <expression> -> ?<prompt name>?
2) <expression> in ?<prompt name>?
3) <expression> = ?<prompt name>?
4) set(<expression> -> ?<prompt name>?)
A. 1 and 4
B. 1 and 2
C. 2 and 3
D. 3 and 4

Answer: A
QUESTION: 8
Based on the diagram, if the expression firstSibling( [2006 Q 1])
in the report, what item will be returned?

is used

A. 2005 Q 1
B. 2006 Q 4
C. 2006 Q 1
D. Nothing, because the return value equals the parameter

Answer: C
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QUESTION: 9
Instead of prompting the user to select any countries in Europe, the report author wants to
constrain the user to select one or more countries from the Northern Europe region. What
kind of prompt should be used and how can this be achieved?
A. This is not possible because a prompt must always be populated with all members of a
level.
B. Create a multi-select value prompt. Populate it using an expression on the [Northern
Europe] member to retrieve its children on the country level.
C. Generate a prompt by creating an expression with a parameter on the crosstab edge:
children([Northern Europe]->?Country?
D. Create a tree prompt, and populate it using an expression on the [Northern Europe]
member to retrieve its children at the country level.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 10
What type of prompt would a report author use to return a set of members from a
hierarchy?
A. Level prompt
B. Value prompt
C. Tree prompt
D. Page prompt

Answer: C
QUESTION: 11
What does the following expression do:
"generate([Productline],topCount(descendants(currentMember([sales_and_marketing].[P
roducts].[Products]),[sales_and_marketing].[Products].[Products].[Product]),2,[Revenue]
))"?
A. Returns the top two products by revenue for each product line.
B. Finds the top two members by revenue at the product level and returns their respective
ancestors at the product line level.
C. Calculates the top two product lines for each product.
D. Goes two levels up from products and returns the top members by revenue at that
level.

Answer: A
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